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Renew adopts an independent critical approach. It should not be taken to 
necessarily reflect the views of the Open University  

 

Renew was for many years produced by Prof. Dave Elliott and Tam Dougan, then based at 
the Open University, as a NATTA membership subscription journal, with, from issue 100 
onwards, a free shorter web version, Renew on Line, also being produced. Now run by 
NATTA independently of the OU, the latter still continues, delivered as this free bimonthly 
Blog. It includes a Forum section for discussion - worth looking at. In parallel, the full PDF 
bimonthly version of Renew is now offered as a password protected on-line version,  
available on a contract basis to students and staff on relevant University courses. The full 
version of Renew draws on the News sections of Renew On Line, so there’s 
some duplication, but it also has extra Features, Reviews & commentary  
sections. For a full guide to NATTA’s various offerings, and access to our  
free annual end of year review, see: http://renewnatta.wordpress.com 
Also see our new weekly Renew  
Extra blog replacing the old IoP  
Blog and our monthly post: 
https://renewextraweekly.blogspot.com 
Editorial Contact: d.a.elliott@open.ac.uk                                
* Dave Elliott’s new much expanded  

edition of his best selling 
IoP book  Renewables,  
a fully up to date and completely revised overview of the technolgy:  
https://iopscience.iop.org/book/978-0-7503-2304-8  And his latest one is a 
shorter more policy focussed monograph, Renewable energy - can it deliver? 

https://www.politybooks.com/bookdetail?book_slug=renewable-energy-can-it-deliver--9781509541638 
 

Later this year- Nuclear Power: Past, present & future, 2nd expanded & updated edition  
  
Ukraine invasion  As we go to press, it’s unclear what will happen next. But Russian troops have 
taken over the Chernobyl site, and Germany has blocked imports of Russian gas via the new Nord- 
stream 2 gas pipeline. The old Euopean energy order may crumble, but energy prices will rise meantime 

Recent Energy Books by Dave Elliott:  
Green Energy Futures www.palgrave.com/gb/book/9781137584427  

Balancing Green Power http://iopscience.iop.org/book/978-0-7503-1230-1    
Nuclear power http://iopscience.iop.org/book/978-1-6817-4505-3 
Renewable Energy: from Europe to Africa (with Terry Cook) 
www.palgrave.com/gb/book/9783319747866 
Renewable energy in the UK: past, present  
& future www.palgrave.com/gb/book/9783030047641 
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1. UK Renewables         Technology progress 
Fourth CfD opens The latest round of the Contracts for 
a Difference (CfD) scheme opened for bids in December, aiming 
to secure 12 GW of electricity capacity, the most in the scheme so 
far. Offshore & onshore wind, solar PV & tidal projects are all 
eligible for support worth, in total, £285m p.a. £200m has been  
allocated for offshore wind, with £24m set aside for floating projects, 
and £20m has been ring-fenced for tidal stream projects. Onshore  
wind & PV are back in the contest, with £10m allocated, but with a   
5 GW cap: www.gov.uk/government/news/biggest-ever-renewable-energy-support-scheme-opens 
Wind power continues to flourish  Vattenfalls 1.8 GW  
Norfolk Boreas Wind Farm, 45 km off the Norfolk coast, has been  
given full planning consent, despite local concerns about the impact  
on endangered sea birds. The Planning Inspectorate’s CEO said:  
‘The Examining Authority listened & gave full consideration to local 
views & the evidence gathered during the examination before making 
their recommendations’. It was planned to be built alongside a sister  
project, Norfolk Vanguard, but that’s on hold waiting for a second  
decision by the Secretary of State, after a legal objection to an initial  
positive decision by a local resident concerned about the impact of a proposed cable route:  
www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/13/giant-norfolk-offshore-wind-farm-secures-consent/ 
£235m Scottish boost: www.businessgreen.com/news/4042282/scottish-developers-unveil-plans-gbp235m-offshore-wind-supply-chain-boost 

Lots happening at EMEC in Scotland  
Orbital’s 2 MW Tidal Turbine gets yet more good PR - in the US 
www.washingtonpost.com/climate-solutions/interactive/2021/cop26-scotland-wave-energy-renewables/ 
Magallanes rival 1.5 MW floating tidal turbine system from Spain: 
www.magallanesrenovables.com/behind-our-technology-a-cost-effective-solution/  See right 
Mocean’s wave system, Blue X, also gets a plug: www.mocean.energy  
But, EMEC’s MD says ‘OFGEM’s fixation on ‘the lowest possible cost to the  
consumer’ is preventing investment in a renewables-dominated energy system  
because the decisions OFGEM takes are presently immune to arguments of  
planetary jeopardy’. http://www.emec.org.uk/blog-the-need-to-redirect-regulators-to-reach-net-zero/ 
Tidal ‘10% of UK power’: www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/tidal-stream-renewable-energy-uk-b1990596.html 

New £20m solar farm  Plans for a large PV project  
near Brafferton and Newton Aycliffe in County Durham  
have been approved, but plans for one at Sheraton village,  
near Hartlepool, were rejected amid fears it would harm the 
landscape. Both plans had been recommended for approval 
by Durham council planning department, but the Council for 
the Protection of Rural England opposed both due to fear of 
agricultural land loss: www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-tees-59634222 
Luminous Energy’s plan for a 74 acre solar farm near 
Hethel in Norfolk, got approval, despite its use of good 
quality farm land. But Luminous said it ‘will maintain an agricultural use with sheep grazing the land 
underneath & between the panels’. www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-norfolk-59673086 
Wildflower benefits: www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/dec/13/solar-parks-could-be-used-to-boost-bumblebee-numbers-study-suggests 
 

Good Marginal gains The government is to invest over £116 m in projects to boost  
energy efficiency in buildings and to reduce CO2 emissions and cut utility bills. They include  
absorbents for capture & storage of CO2 from the air & from waste wood combustion. Energy 
entrepreneurs are also to get support to develop energy saving technologies, including a residential 
ventilation system that uses AI to improve efficiency. A hydrogen fuel cell to replace diesel engines 
in boats is also funded. The scheme is expected to help these technologies scale up to be commercial 
projects by 2025: http://www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/08/government-to-spend-116m-to-turn-green-ideas-into-reality/ 
Heat pump gains www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/jan/07/new-heat-pump-could-ease-uk-shift-to-low-carbon-homes-say-developers 

..and hassles  https://100percentrenewableuk.org/heat-pump-installer-calls-for-exceptionally-expensive-and-unnecessary-heat-pump-bureaucracy-to-be-dropped 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Long lived 

unsubsidised wind 
https://100percentrenewableuk
.org/new-offshore-wind-
turbine-giants-expected-to-
last-for-35-years-and-be-
subsidy-negative  
 

50MW project in Oxfordshire too 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-59732812 
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1GW floating wind 
farm for Celtic sea:  
www.independent.co.uk/climate-
change/news/worlds-largest-
floating-wind-farm-b1994776.html 

 

Offshore wind  
11 projects focused on 
floating wind technology 
are to get a total of £31.6 in 
direct government support, 
matched by over £30m 
from private industry: 
www.cnbc.com/2022/01/25/plans-for-
floating-wind-energy-projects-off-uks-
coastline-get-funding-boost.html 

 

56% support solar farms 
www.businessgreen.com/news/4043746/suppo
rt-solar-farms-grows-local-residents-survey 

 

 
Blue X Wave 
 

UK plug! 
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NIC backs alternatives to nuclear     Policy news and issues 
In response to a request from the Government for its advice on whether an additional new 
nuclear plant, beyond the proposed Sizewell C project, is needed to deliver the sixth Carbon 
Budget, the National Infrastructure Commission said no, it was not needed or viable for 
2035, since new nuclear was slow to deploy (see Nuclear News later) and instead it backed 
‘renewables with a combination of gas power plants with carbon capture and storage, 
hydrogen fired gas plants and bioenergy with carbon capture & storage’. It said ‘these 
alternatives are more likely to be deliverable at scale in the next 15 years’.  
The NIC claimed this proposed alternative 
technology mix was supported by analysis 
previously conducted for the Commission 
and by other bodies such as National Grid 
ESO & the Climate Change Committee.  
It stresses that CCS/hydrogen options add 
policy flexibility, unlike nuclear, and notes 
that ‘the inclusion of bioenergy with carbon 
capture and storage (BECCS) in the power 
system in 2035 would significantly increase 
the number of pathways to delivering a 
near zero carbon power system’. And ‘as 
BECCS would likely generate baseload 
power it can be considered a like for like 
alternative to nuclear. Its inclusion in the 
power sector therefore significantly 
decreases the need for additional new 
nuclear projects by 2035’. It wants 3 GW 
of BECCS and suggests there 
should be sufficient biomass 
for that. Well maybe, but CCS 
isn’t doing too well, which also 
makes BECCS a long shot. 
Though, the NIC doesn’t push 
green hydrogen much, if it was 
pushed, along with a lot more 
renewables and energy saving, 
then maybe we might not need 
CCS, BECCS - or Sizewell C. 
And given current nuclear and 
renewables/storage trends, that 
package should be cheaper too- 
though the NIC avoids costings.       
https://nic.org.uk/studies-reports/national-infrastructure-assessment/advice-note-on-nuclear-power-plant-deployment/ 

Biomass boost The government is to invest of £26 m in projects that will boost biomass 
production. The selected projects, which will be able to bid for up to £4m, will be designed to 
drive biomass productivity through breeding, planting, cultivating & harvesting of materials 
for low carbon energy production. www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/20/government-invests-26m-in-biomass-production/ 
But a group of 50 MPs wrote a letter to the Energy Minister saying that burning wood was a 
scandal due to the alleged high net life time emissions and calling for an end to government 
subsidies for biomass projects: www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/16/mps-brand-burning-wood-for-energy-as-scandal/ 
Home wood burning bad www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/dec/17/wood-burners-urban-air-pollution-cancer-risk-study 

Fake Green power www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/16/ofgem-reveals-list-of-suppliers-with-fake-renewable-fuel-mix-claims/ 

Balancing cost soar due to gas crisis www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/07/balancing-mechanism-costs-skyrocketed-by-294/ 

CCS/Hydrogen can be deployed rapidly  
In support of the proposed CCS/hydrogen options, 
the NIC added ‘whilst none of these technologies 
have been deployed at scale in the UK, there are 
pilot or commercial projects deployed elsewhere in 
the world. And the engineering of each is 
fundamentally sound. These technologies are smaller 
and more modular, exactly the type of technology the 
UK has experience delivering over short timescales. 
Deploying new technologies at scale will never be 
risk free. But the best way government can mitigate 
this risk is to act swiftly and finalise the policy 
frameworks under development that can facilitate 
the investment needed. It is true that some of these 
technologies, in particular gas power plants with 
carbon capture and storage, rely on natural gas. 
However, these technologies would play a much 
smaller role in the power system in 2035 than 
unabated gas plants do today. And as the economy 
as a whole decarbonises, the county’s overall 
dependence on natural gas will fall dramatically.’ 

 

The NIC says its analysis ‘demonstrates 
that a third new nuclear plant is not 
necessary to reach the 2035 emissions 
target and that more gas CCS, hydrogen 
powered gas plants, and BECCS could 
be deployed instead’ It adds ‘Whilst 
these technologies are yet to be deployed 
at scale, the Commission considers them 
to be a lower delivery risk than nuclear.’ 
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UK Non fossil energy share falls 
Low-carbon electricity output from renewables and nuclear, has fallen, with a 9% drop in 
nuclear in 2021, due to retirements and outages at the UK’s ageing reactors, and wind power 
output falling by 15% due to poor wind conditions, despite increased capacity. Reduced  
sunshine hours and below-average rainfall caused 9% and 26% drops in solar and hydro 
generation respectively. But low-carbon sources still generated over half of UK electricity in 
2021, including 19% from wind, 14% from nuclear, 12% from biomass and 4% from solar: 
www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-uk-nuclear-output-falls-to-lowest-level-since-1982 
Future Homes Building standard  
The ‘Future Homes Standard’, has been renamed the  
‘Future Homes and Buildings Standard’ and the Dept.  
for Levelling Up, Housing & Communities (DLUHC)  
has announced new Building Regulations which will  
come in from June 2022, with one change being that  
new homes in England will have to produce around  
30% less carbon emissions, and new buildings such as 
offices and shops will have to cut emissions by 27%. 
www.homebuilding.co.uk/advice/future-homes-standard   
But not everyone was happy with the details:   
https://100percentrenewableuk.org/government-maybe-boosts-solar-pv-but-sidelines-heat-pumps-in-new-homes-and-building-guidelines  

Home Heat and Power taxes  Isn’t it odd that,  
while the government wants to remove green taxes  
from electricity & impose them instead on domestic  
gas heating, it’s also planning to impose a RAB based 
nuclear tax on electricity consumers, starting prior to  
new plant construction. It’s claimed that it will make  
it easier for companies to finance nuclear, so that they can charge consumers less! But equally 
if there’s a cost overshoot or delay, consumers will get hit hard. That’s what the CfD system 
avoids, and it’s done quite well for renewables, better than the old RO, says Dave Toke - and 
its taking over: https://100percentrenewableuk.org/so-why-arent-cheap-renewables-doing-more-to-reduce-electricity-prices 
The CfD certainly does seem to avoid excess costs:  www.energyflux.news/p/negative-wind-subsidies-help-cash  

A subsidy too far? So why go for RAB for nuclear? Evidently, it’s to attract foreign investors! 
The Regulated Asset Base nuclear finance bill got through a House of Commons vote unamended. 
Business & Energy Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng said: ‘The existing financing scheme has led to too 
many foreign nuclear developers walking away from projects, setting our nuclear industry back a 
number of years. While the existing Contracts for Difference model was right for Hinkley Point C, the 
lack of alternative funding models has significantly contributed to the cancellation of recent potential 
large-scale projects. And this includes Hitachi’s project at Wylfa and Toshiba’s project at Moorside. 
We urgently need a new approach to attract capital into the sector.’  Somehow that seems to clash 
with what Energy and Climate Minister Greg Hands said: ‘The Bill will finance new nuclear power 
stations, making us less dependent on foreign-owned developers and bringing in the private sector and 
institutional funding’. www.energylivenews.com/2022/01/12/mps-approve-nuclear-energy-financing-bill 
All of this remember is because nuclear projects are too costly to win under normal markets terms, 
whereas increasingly renewables like wind and solar can do that. But what if we funded still costly 
new renewables like tidal current turbines via RAB? We could get faster lift-off for them… Or if you 
want faster carbon savings then go for insulation: see Box above   
 
 
 
 

           
 

 
 

A Future World House in Milton Keynes in 1994 
 

Insulate Britain Improving insulation 
on the UK’s least efficient homes would 
save households around £500 a year on  
energy bills, totaling £8bn p.a. nationally- 
Energy Efficiency Infrastructure Group: 
www.independent.co.uk/climate-change/news/insulation-
energy-crisis-boris-johnson-b1990195.html 

Energy cost crisis to get worse http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-59957716 
No change until 2023? https://ukerc.ac.uk/news/energy-prices-are-unlikely-to-fall-in-2022/ 
www.theguardian.com/business/2022/jan/14/global-surge-in-electricity-use-could-bring-three-more-years-of-price-rises  
Labour want a wind-fall tax www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-59930932 
www.theguardian.com/business/2022/jan/10/north-sea-oil-gas-companies-cashflows-windfall-tax  
Emergency loans for power suppliers?  
www.energylivenews.com/2022/01/11/will-an-emergency-loan-scheme-give-the-kiss-of-life-to-struggling-suppliers/ 
Who is to blame? Not green power most say - most want more 
https://news.sky.com/story/energy-crisis-a-third-of-people-blame-profiteering-by-energy-companies-for-gas-price-rises-new-poll-12525762 
 

RAB gets through  
Labour tried to get a Lords 
amendment to block pass-on of 
overspend to consumers, but 
no, they will have to pay. Scots 
too, despite the SNP being 
anti-nuclear! So they will 
subsidise English nukes!  
 
 

FoE attacks poor Zero C housing plans: 
www.energylivenews.com/2022/01/14/government-
taken-to-court-over-inadequate-climate-strategies 
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The cost of PM David Cameron’s ‘cut the green crap’ policy - in savings lost   

 
Energy bills are £2.5bn higher than they would have 
been if the green policies had not been scrapped:   
www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-cutting-the-green-crap-has-added-2-5bn-to-uk-energy-bills 
 

  

Blue Hydrogen push The Energy Networks Association says a UK - wide hydrogen 
blending roll-out would be possible from next winter - with a 20% mix of fossil derived 
hydrogen and natural gas www.businessgreen.com/news/4043206/gas-companies-declare-ready-mix-hydrogen-grid-winter 
That could stall the development of green electrolytic hydrogen from renewables and the 
deployment of heat pumps, by giving fossil gas a new leaf of life for home heating. And even 
with CCS added, to make so-called Blue hydrogen, there would still be some CO2 emissions: 
https://100percentrenewableuk.org/gas-industrys-hydrogen-talk-likely-to-end-hopes-of-fossil-fuel-ban-in-new-buildings 
Centrica is looking to undersea hydrogen gas storage- but is that for blue or green hydrogen? 
https://100percentrenewableuk.org/boost-for-100-per-cent-renewable-energy-as-centrica-goes-for-hydrogen-storage 
Frack finally off  www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/jan/14/leading-uk-fracking-firm-taken-over-by-green-energy-group 

More cross-channel grid links Won’t cut gas prices, but may help with balancing renewables 
www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/two-other-cross-channel-interconnectors-tipped-to-ease-uk-energy-woes-after-aquind-planning-snub-25-01-2022/ 
Interconnector power links: www.ofgem.gov.uk/energy-policy-and-regulation/policy-and-regulatory-programmes/interconnectors 
One that didn’t happen www.energylivenews.com/2022/01/25/investor-of-refused-interconnector-threatens-to-challenge-government-in-courts/ 
And EU - Russian gas grid battles can be even worse- and may impact on UK gas imports - or worse: 
www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/opinion/how-germanys-nord-stream-pipes-promote-war-in-europe/ 
 

EVs ‘not enough’  
UK efforts to cut transport 
emissions by switching to  
electric vehicles won’t be  
enough to hit mid-term  
climate targets, says the 
Green Alliance think tank, 
which calls for policies to be  
introduced to incentivise an  
uptake in public transport: 
www.edie.net/news/11/Green-Alliance-calls-on-Government-to-incentivise-different-modes-of-transport-to-cut-emissions/ 
EVs are heavy www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/20/evs-face-double-the-risk-of-suffering-tyre-or-wheel-problems-than-diesel-cars/ 

Smart meter folly www.theguardian.com/money/2021/dec/06/i-cant-charge-my-electric-car-cheaply-because-im-too-close-to-an-raf-base 

Ecotricty  v Good Energy again 
Sad battle of small green power suppliers  
www.thetimes.co.uk/article/sparks-fly-in-battle-of-green-
energy-pioneers-over-56m-buyout-bid-jnhvrk5dr  
www.thetimes.co.uk/article/ecotricity-founder-dale-vince-
calls-for-vote-to-oust-good-energy-chairman-lz9lf9qz7  
and www.cityam.com/good-energy-offloads-solar-and-wind-
asset-ahead-of-shareholder-showdown-with-rival-firm/     
We could do without this… 
 

It could all get very hard  
…..as energy prices rise   
Firmsihttps://inews.co.uk/news/rising-energy-prices-significant-
impact-uk-economy-business-groups-warn-1417435 
and www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-60087798 
Homesiwww.energylivenews.com/2022/01/24/nearly-half-a-
million-homes-on-heat-networks-could-be-hit-hard-by-gas-prices 
Suppliersiwww.independent.co.uk/news/business/analysis-and-
features/energy-suppliers-prices-cost-living-b1993507.html 
NoiRussianigas?iwww.theguardian.com/business/2022/jan/24
/how-vulnerable-is-uk-energy-system-as-tensions-rise-between-
russia-and-ukraine 

 
EV Battery Giga factory in NE https://news.sky.com/story/britishvolt-
gigafactory-given-100m-in-taxpayer-funding-to-help-power-electric-car-future-12521139 
 

Helpful explainer Why are 
prices rising when renewables are 
getting cheaper? Gas sets the prices! 
https://reneweconomy.com.au/solar-and-wind-are-
cheaper-than-ever-so-why-the-eu-energy-price-crisis/   
 
 
 

How home insulation rates have fallen 
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NIC says no to more nuclear - for now    UK Nuclear News  
The Government asked the National Infrastructure Commission for its advice on whether 
an additional new nuclear plant, beyond the proposed Sizewell C project, is needed to deliver 
the sixth Carbon Budget. As noted above, the NIC said, no, it was not needed or viable for 
that, since new nuclear was slow to deploy: ‘it is highly unlikely that a new large-scale 
nuclear plant is deliverable in the next 15 years; trying and failing would jeopardise delivery 
of the sixth Carbon Budget’. Small Modular/advanced reactors might be an option, but 
‘relying on significant capacity being deployed before 2035 would be risky’. Instead it called 
for more ‘renewables with a combination of gas power plants with carbon capture and 
storage, hydrogen fired gas plants and bioenergy with carbon capture and storage’. See above 
& Reviews https://nic.org.uk/studies-reports/national-infrastructure-assessment/advice-note-on-nuclear-power-plant-deployment/ 

But High Temperature Reactor pushed… 
Energy minister Greg Hands told the Nuclear2021 conference 
organised by the Nuclear Industry Association that the UK will 
build a high-temperature gas reactor (HTGR) as the centrepiece 
of its Advanced Modular Reactor (AMR) Research, Development 
& Demonstration Programme. Paul Howarth, CEO of the National 
Nuclear Laboratory, saw the announcement as ‘a further signal of the resurgence of nuclear’.  
The goal of the AMR programme is to ‘prove the potential’ of advanced reactors and have a 
demonstration unit in operation ‘by the early 2030s, at the latest’, producing power as well as 
high temperature heat for hydrogen production, industrial processes & district heating.  
The AMR programme has £170m government funding from a £385m package intended to 
accelerate development of flexible nuclear technologies. The emerging category of 
‘advanced’ reactors includes the lead-cooled fast reactor, molten salt reactor, supercritical 
water-cooled reactor, sodium-cooled fast reactor and very-high-temperature gas reactor in 
addition to HTGRs. Last July the Government sought views on its preference to explore 
HTGRs for the AMR Programme and, on the basis of that, decided to go ahead. But it will  
still support all AMRs, as part of wider policy on advanced nuclear.  
www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/UK-selects-HTGR-for-advanced-reactor-demonstration 
Bradwell China wants to build its HPR-1000 reactor at Bradwell in Essex.  
The CGN design was submitted to British regulators for approval in 2017 & 
some say that it could receive a Generic Design Assessment (GDA) green  
light soon. NuClear News reported that at the NIA annual conference, CGN  
said so far ‘there have been no technical show stoppers’ r.e. the GDA process. It also outlined 
the Bradwell plans, saying that initial work was going well & that a seismic survey had proved 
the site’s suitability. But will a Chinese-funded Chinese reactor really be allowed to go ahead? 
www.no2nuclearpower.org.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/nuClearNewsNo136.pdf 
 

Fusion waste  CoRWM, the Committee on Radioactive 
Waste Management has published a preliminary paper on the 
implications for plant decommissioning, radioactive waste 
management, & disposal associated with fusion. It said ‘although 
nuclear fusion does not produce long lived fission products & 
actinides, neutron capture by the fusion reactor structural materials 
& components forms short, moderate & some long-lived activation products. 
Thus, in addition to tritium emissions & contaminated materials, it is clear that  
there will be a need to manage radioactive materials & wastes produced by  
neutron activation, within regulatory controls, over the whole life cycle of a fusion reactor.’  
It warns that ‘nuclear fusion technology is advocated as not being compromised by the burden of 
generating long lived nuclear wastes. It is evident that this claim is challenged by the expected 
generation of some significant volumes of LLW [low level waste] and likely ILW [Intermediate] 
arisings. It may be noted that the recent call for expressions of interest to accommodate siting the 
STEP facility makes no mention of management of the arising radioactive waste. Future dialogue 
with local communities needs to ensure it is as open & transparent as possible on such matters.’ 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/radioactive-wastes-from-fusion-energy-preliminary-position-paper 

New Tokamak Energy  
Spherical tokamak test video  
A faster route to fusion? 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/science-
environment-59601560 
NFLA digs in against fusion 
https://beyondnuclearinternational.org/20
22/01/02/more-fusion-folly/ 

NFLA oppose RAB 
The Nuclear Free Local 
Authorities say RAB, the 
Regulated Asset Base  
subsidy, is a big rip off: 
www.nuclearpolicy.info/news/nfla
-says-nuclear-tax-ipoisoned-
chalice-for-public/ See news above 
 

Noiwayiwww.ianfairlie.org/
news/nuclear-fusion-not-the-
answer-to-our-energy-needs/ 

 

Heysham 2  
will close early 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
england-lancashire-59938400 
 
 

£100 m to EDF for 
Sizewell C 
www.theguardian.com/environ
ment/2022/jan/27/ministers-
invest-100m-in-edfs-20bn-
sizewell-c-nuclear-power-station 
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2. Global News   Renewables to roar ahead 
 
 

    
 

 
Global role for Green Hydrogen - up to 12% of all energy   
Rapid growth of the global hydrogen 
economy can bring significant geo-
economic & geopolitical shifts giving 
rise to a wave of new inter-dependencies, 
according to new analysis by IRENA the 
International Renewable Energy 
Agency. Geopolitics of the Energy 
Transformation: The Hydrogen 
Factor sees hydrogen changing the 
geography of energy trade, regionalising 
energy relations, and hints at the likely 
rise of new centres of geopolitical 
influence built on the production and use 
of hydrogen, as traditional oil and gas 
trade declines. Driven by climate 
urgency and commitments to net zero, 
IRENA estimates hydrogen may cover 
up to 12% of global energy use by 2050. Green hydrogen is projected to start competing with 
blue on cost by the end of this decade, but ‘this seems likely to occur sooner in countries such 
as China (thanks to its low-cost electrolysers), or Brazil & India (with cheap renewables & 
relatively high gas prices). Green hydrogen was already more affordable than grey across 
Europe during the 2021 spike in natural gas prices. But the uptake will greatly depend on 
predictable demand, especially in harder to abate sectors where no alternatives exist.’ 
Francesco La Camera, Director-General of IRENA, said green hydrogen ‘will bring new and 
diverse participants to the market, diversify routes & supplies and shift power from the few to 
the many. With international co-operation, the hydrogen market could be more democratic 
and inclusive, offering opportunities for developed & developing countries alike.’  Optimistic! 
https://irena.org/publications/2022/Jan/Geopolitics-of-the-Energy-Transformation-Hydrogen    

Barclays Research 
notes that renewables are 
likely to roar ahead, as 
shown left, in their 
version of a BNEF chart. 
But oddly Barclays talk 
up nuclear as a more 
reliable and even as a 
more affordable and 
safer option! It looks to 
China as having a 
potential for more- since 
it’s only at 2%! See the 
blue bars in its version of 
a BP chart left. But isn’t 
that even more the case 
for renewables (brown) 
most places? 
https://app.box.com/s/ooduy5qkpevlb
9rj4j7ftzze6ba456zl     
 

 
 
 

‘The push to 
develop clean 
hydrogen as a 
major energy 

carrier… might 
lead to an entirely 

new economic 
geography’ 

 

In IRENA’s 1.5o  2050 
scenario, 5TW of 
hydrogen electrolyser 
capacity are needed, up 
from just 0.3GW now 
today’.  
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Good news and bad news - for Europe                 EU News 
Good  EU Green Deal can be OK  https://socialeurope.eu/maximising-the-potential-of-the-european-green-deal 
EU 37% Green power www.pv-magazine.com/2022/01/26/solar-the-fastest-growing-european-clean-power-source/ 
100% renewables v - it can be done https://100percentrenewableuk.org/100-per-cent-renewable-energy-in-europe 
Med-ring supergrid back? www.pv-magazine.com/2022/01/22/the-weekend-read-dreaming-of-a-mena-integrated-electricity-grid/ 

Bad Taxonomy draft: gas & nuclear in  
According to the FT, the draft taxonomy text says 
nuclear power should be considered a sustainable  
economic activity as long as EU countries that  
host power stations can safely dispose of toxic  
waste and meet a criteria to cause ‘no significant 
harm’ to the environment. The construction of  
new nuclear plants will be recognised as green for  
permits granted until 2045, says the text. Natural  
gas investment is also included in the proposed  
green label as a ‘transitional’ energy, the FT says, 
but must meet a more detailed set of conditions,  
including producing emissions less than 270g of 
CO2 per kilowatt if it’s replacing coal generation. 
The FT adds ‘The taxonomy text will need approval from a majority of EU member states & 
members of the European Parliament. EU diplomats said the text was likely to win wide 
spread support from governments but the green classification for gas  
& nuclear was criticised by environmental groups.’  https://on.ft.com/3FKS2n8  
Germany not happy  A technology that could lead to devastating  
disasters & leaves behind hazardous waste ‘cannot be sustainable’: 
www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/taxonomieverordnung-bundesregierung-nennt-eu-atomkraft-vorstoss-absolut-falsch-a-cc9d1e64-7b9a-4aaa-b95b-e196496ec292 
Nor were most greens but some condoned the inclusion of fossil gas - as a transition fuel:  
www.cleanenergywire.org/news/german-government-split-over-eu-plans-label-gas-sustainable 
Austria may sue www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/03/fury-eu-moves-ahead-plans-label-gas-nuclear-green 

EU’s wider gas plan - a bit better  https://euobserver.com/climate/153833 
It wants a gradual cut in use, via a shift to low carbon gas & hydrogen: 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_21_6682   

Hydrogen growth needs renewable expansion       
Meeting the EU’s green hydrogen targets could push power demand up by 
almost 20% in 2030 & risks driving energy prices even higher than now, the 
Transport & Environment group says. And increasing hydrogen 
production without also expanding renewables to match would be ‘reckless’, pushing up gas power 

demand & prices: www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/08/eu-hydrogen-plans-could-put-ever-more-pressure-on-energy-prices  
                                                                   

German plans Its new economy & climate protection minister is  Green party MP Robert Habeck. 
He says he aims to 100% decarbonise German electricity by 2035, 5 year after exiting coal: 
www.euractiv.com/section/energy/opinion/germany-leads-europe-with-target-to-reach-100-clean-power-by-2035/ 
He has called for a threefold increase in the speed with which carbon dioxide emissions are reduced. 
He warned that Germany was currently ‘dramatically behind’ in its aim to get 80% of its power from 
renewables by 2030, as well as for a 65% reduction in greenhouse gases compared with 1990 levels, 
and to become climate neutral by 2045. Currently about 42% of its power comes from renewables. 
Announcing a mandate for solar panels to be put on all new builds, he repeated his party’s pre-election 
manifesto proposal that 2% of the entire surface of the country should be used for renewable energy 
collection system - wind, solar, as well as hydrogen technology. Phew!  
Even more provocatively, he expressed frustration over a recent ruling in  
the state of Bavaria that wind turbines cannot be put closer to homes than 
a distance equivalent to 10 times their height. Isn’t that a sensible rule? 
www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jan/11/germany-must-pull-together-to-achieve-climate-targets-says-green-minister 
Offshore wind to boom: www.cleanenergywire.org/news/new-german-government-must-prepare-offshore-wind-boom-after-expansion-halt-2021-industry 
Befuddled views https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/Germanys-Reaction-To-The-Energy-Crisis-Could-Be-Catastrophic.html               
They should use this excellent data source: www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-energy-consumption-and-power-mix-charts 
 

 

France With 20% of its nuclear plants offline, EDF’s shares fell 25% in its worst trading day so far 
after the government ordered it to export more nuclear output to rivals to limit the rise in power prices:  
www.reuters.com/business/energy/power-group-edfs-shares-slump-after-edf-drops-earnings-guidance-2022-01-14/ Why not try wind & solar?! 

Spain’s floating   
           offshore wind  
            tech spreads-  
            BlueFloat in UK,  
               Portugal, Australia  

https://reneweconomy.
com.au/spains-bluefloat-eyes-4-
3gw-of-australian-offshore-wind-
projects-with-more-to-come/  

 

An appalling statement from the 
Human Progress pro-nuclear group 
‘Whereas a few months ago European Union 
bureaucrats drawing up the “taxonomy” that 
defines which energy sources would be 
considered carbon-free (i.e. valid substitutes for 
fossil fuels) excluded nuclear power, now nearly 
all except the fanatical Germanic states have 
reversed themselves. Indeed, the map of pro- 
and anti-nuclear European countries now 
closely resembles a map of World War II circa 
March 1945, shortly before the taking of the 
Ludendorff Bridge broke the last line of 
organized resistance in the Reich.’ 
https://www.humanprogress.org/the-new-nuclear-moment 
 

 

Price shock causes 
www.politico.eu/article/iea-sky-
high-electricity-prices-driven-by-
surging-demand-and-more-
extreme-weather-events 
 

Germany says 
delay hydrogen: 
www.climatechangene
ws.com/2022/01/24/ger
many-touts-gas-green-
aid-feedback-eu 
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USA Offshore wind The US Administration’s goal is to have  
30 GW of offshore wind energy capacity in place by 2030. The US  
is well behind the curve on this, and the latest round of bids met with some local objections: 
https://electrek.co/2022/01/12/new-york-bight-gets-green-light-for-massive-480000-acre-offshore-wind-deal/   
But it is trying - though the US is also slowing on some other things (see Box) and on overall policy: 
https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2022/01/24/fighting-climate-change-with-tax-credits/ 
 

Slower solar? www.cnbc.com/2021/12/14/us-solar-industry-will-grow-25percent-less-than-expected-in-2022-report-finds.html  

No net metered solar in California https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2022/01/10/californias-misguided-rooftop-solar-debate 
Florida too www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/dec/20/revealed-the-florida-power-company-pushing-legislation-to-slow-rooftop-solar 
No to geothermal in Nevada? https://grist.org/energy/clean-energy-goes-up-against-tribal-rights-and-biodiversity-in-nevada/ 
But there is a new 1 GW wind farm in New Mexico http://www.juancole.com/2022/01/facility-western-hemsiphere.html 
Also good news: no need for fossil gas for power https://rmi.org/us-renewable-energy-portfolios-can-outcompete-new-gas-plants 

No to Fossil Gas for heating www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/nyc-buildings-ban-natural-gas-b1976637.html 

Biden’s Climate plan explainer https://grist.org/politics/2021-cartoon-recap-what-happened-to-bidens-climate-policy-plans/  

Better: Sustainable Lithium? https://cleantechnica.com/2021/12/05/lithium-brine-bummer-could-turn-into-bonanza-soon 
Nuclear push and its LA rebuff www.latimes.com/business/story/2022-01-06/column-nuclear-energy-backers-say-its-vital-for-
the-fight-against-global-warming-dont-believe-them 

China Over 300 GW of wind plant: 
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-11/china-wind-
power-capacity-exceeds-300-gigawatts-people-s-daily 
Solar Breeder- $7 bn solar module factory 
in Inner Mongolia to run on PV/wind: 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-28/china-
s-risen-plans-7-billion-solar-factory-run-on-clean-energy 

Australia 100% renewables? 
https://reneweconomy.com.au/australia-is-racing-towards-100-per-cent-
renewables-what-does-that-look-like/                                   
Baseload plants not needed in S. Australia 
thanks to synchronous condensers:  
https://reneweconomy.com.au/baseload-generators-have-had-their-day-and-
wont-be-needed-in-a-modern-grid/ 
Offshore wind at last: https://electrek.co/2021/12/23/australia-
has-no-offshore-wind-power-but-thats-about-to-change 

African gas With Net Zero carbon polices, 
it’s not just coal that’s out. The unabated use of 
natural gas must also be halted - but much of 
Africa isn’t keen on facing that big change: 
www.energyvoice.com/opinion/370704/cop26-funding-gas-african/  
and http://www.climatechangenews.com/2021/12/07/huge-blow-cuts-gas-
finance-sparks-west-african-backlash with Nigeria trying to do both!  
www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/energy-transition/110321-cop26-nigeria-vows-to-reach-net-zero-by-2060-but-stresses-role-of-gas 

Biodiesel in Indonesia  Indonesia pledged at the COP26 climate summit that its 
greenhouse gas emissions would peak by 2030 and then start to fall. It’s also said that it will 
end deforestation by then. But to reduce emissions from its transport sector, it’s relying on 
using more biofuels, whose production can lead to the loss of forested land, which is far better 
at reducing CO2 levels than growing biofuels - which in any case are burnt, regenerating the 
CO2 absorbed during growth: It’s a mess, there and elsewhere: www.bbc.co.uk/news/59387191 

Green Hydrogen & Ammonia in Chile www.youtube.com/watch?v=mP3NntToza4 
Chile has plans for an H2 Magallanes project, with 10 GW of wind plant producing 
hydrogen by electrolysis and converting some to ammonia. Another 15 GW could be added 
by 2030: https://cleantechnica-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/cleantechnica.com/2022/01/03/chile-races-china-for-global-green-hydrogen-boss-crown/amp/ 
 

Climate crisis Roundup of the latest science: www.nature.com/collections/xstcgsgkmd                                          
But denialists at it too: https://wattsupwiththat.com/2022/01/14/nearly-140-scientific-papers-detail-the-minuscule-effect-co2-has-on-earths-temperature 
COP 26  An excellent reprise from the LRB: www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v44/n01/jenny-turner/inside-the-sausage-factory   

Influencers Top 500 movers & shakers in  climate/energy politics: www.rise.global/sustmeme-climate-energy/r/2688711 

Mozambique gas project battle 
Dubious LNG project backed: 
www.theguardian.com/world/2021/dec/08/uk-embarrassed-
into-funding-mozambique-gas-project-court-hears 

China’s mixed market economy power mess   
www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3151710/chinas-power-
crisis-why-it-happening-how-bad-it-and-what-if  
Conducting & Financing low-carbon transitions in China 
www.elgaronline.com/view/9781788977388.xml                              
EU wants to rival China in Africa on energy   
But China is well established & popular there, with its ‘no 
policy strings’ style: www.climatechangenews.com/2021/12/14/eu-
seeks-rival-chinas-infrastructure-offer-africans-sceptical/ 

 

Australia 

Global roundup 
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Nuclear news  An economic failure? https://theecologist.org/2021/dec/13/nuclear-powers-economic-failure 

Germany tells France: ‘nuclear is not green’ ‘Germany will oppose French 
efforts to label nuclear electricity as green energy’, Annalena Baerbock, Germany’s new 
foreign minister, said last year. She had served as co-leader of the Greens since 2018, but now 
faces the big showdown with pro-nuclear France and its allies: https://euobserver.com/climate/153790  
It’s still to be resolved: www.euractiv.com/section/energy/news/eu-energy-talks-dissolve-over-carbon-green-finance-fights/ 
Maybe bravely, US climate Guru, Dr James Hanson, spoke for nuclear at a rally in Berlin, 
also noting that Germany wanted gas to be labelled as green: www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVn8gNFqWvs 
More of the same: https://edition.cnn.com/2021/12/19/energy/nuclear-energy-climate-cmd-intl/index.html  

Not more coal  It’s often claimed that the decline of nuclear in Germany has led to increased coal burning. 
Dr Paul Dorfman, now at SPRU, challenged this in a letter to the Times (29th Dec): ‘Electricity generation from 
coal in Germany dropped nearly 40 TWh in 2020 as nuclear generation fell 11T Wh the same year. The growth 
in renewables has outstripped the drop in nuclear power by almost double. Since 2011, nuclear in the German 
electricity mix halved from 22% to 11%, while the share of renewables increased from 17 % to 45%. Not only 
that, but Germany regularly has the lowest wholesale electricity prices in Europe after Scandinavia. The simple 
fact is that nuclear power plants are by far the most expensive technology for generating electricity’. 
www.thetimes.co.uk/article/times-letters-reforestation-has-to-be-just-right-for-britain-dhqjjwlw6 
France  New  faults www.reuters.com/markets/europe/edf-extend-civaux-nuclear-outage-shut-down-reactors-chooz-safety-measures-2021-12-15/  

So EDF in more trouble  www.reuters.com/world/europe/edf-shares-plunge-after-faults-found-french-nuclear-power-station-2021-12-16 
..and France has to burn more coal www.reuters.com/world/europe/france-looking-using-more-winter-coal-nuclear-output-lags-2022-01-27/ 
Belgium to phase out all nuclear by 
2025 But some new SMRs may be built: 
www.dailysabah.com/world/europe/belgium-will-shut-down-
all-7-of-its-nuclear-reactors-by-2025  
Sweden struggles with waste decisions: 
www.mkg.se/en/the-new-minister-of-the-environment-
presents-a-timetable-for-decisions-on-the-spent-nuclear-fuel 
Dutch may consider nuclear 
www.reuters.com/world/europe/dutch-political-parties-start-
talks-extending-government-coalition-2021-09-30/                       
But the Dutch coast is vulnerable to climate 
driven flooding, & Dutch nuclear would no doubt be located on the coast for cooling.  
US keeps nuclear going -  for 80 years! With old reactors closing  
as uneconomic, and the average age of plants now 40, the US government is  
to provide $6bn for a Civil Nuclear Credit programme to help keep some  
of the existing 93 reactors operating safely as long as technically possible. Each credit is for 4 
years. Applicants must prove the reactor will close for economic reasons & that closure would 
lead to a rise in emissions. They must ensure the unit is certified safe to run & provide a plan to 
sustain operation once the credit expires. Dr. Kathryn Huff, of the DoE’s Office of Nuclear 
Energy, says ‘decades of research have shown that a well-maintained reactor  
can operate 80 years or longer’. And she says, if helped to stay afloat for a  
while, some may have a new lease of life supplying heat & hydrogen.       See 
www.energy.gov/articles/saving-existing-nuclear-fleet-brings-net-zero-future-closer                                 Forum 
$5bn to decommission www.ocregister.com/2021/12/17/inside-the-5-billion-demolition-of-the-shuttered-san-onofre-nuclear-plant/ 
And lots of ‘advanced nuclear’ R&D projects: www.energy.gov/ne/articles/5-advanced-reactor-designs-watch-2030 
..plus $1.8bn for ARC fusion plant: www.energylivenews.com/2022/01/06/fresh-1-8bn-funding-raised-to-commercialise-fusion-energy/ 

Canada GE Hitachi won a competition to install its mini-Boiling Water Reactor at Darlington by 
2028. It beat Terrestrial energy’s proposed Molten Salt SMR & X-Energy’s HTGR: 
www.powermag.com/darlington-nuclear-plant-will-get-a-bwrx-300-smr-as-ge-hitachi-bags-lucrative-opg-selection/  

China Hualong success: www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202201/02/WS61d164bda310cdd39bc7eb8b.html 
EPR problem https://thediplomat.com/2021/12/safety-concerns-mount-over-damaged-fuel-rods-at-chinas-taishan-nuclear-plant/ 
Pebble bed plant The first of two small High Temperature Helium gas-cooled reactors, linked to 
a single 210 MW power generation turbine, started up last year. The second unit should start up soon. 
It’s certainly a breakthrough for them - the idea has been tried before around the world (e.g. the UKs 
Dragon in the 1960s) but has never caught on: www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202112/21/WS61c1272ba310cdd39bc7c8aa.html  
Taiwan Referendum opposes restart of work on a nuclear plant: https://focustaiwan.tw/politics/202112180019   
Vietnam Restarts work https://asia.nikkei.com/Economy/Vietnam-poised-to-resume-nuclear-project-a-decade-after-Fukushima 

UAE Nuclear pushed hard www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/iaea-chief-in-the-uae-nuclear-energy-key-to-countrys-climate-action 

Amory Lovins v Michael Liebreich  
Pro-nuclear Liebreich say there are no limits to spending on 
energy projects, so it’s not a contest, but closing old plants 
drives up fossil fuel use. Lovins backs energy saving and 
also says we shouldn’t call renewables ‘intermittent’ - they 
are variable in output but predictable. It’s nuclear, with its 
unexpected outages, that’s intermittent. He said the big 
issue, as we electrify everything, is - will consumption go 
up or down? ‘It could go either way’: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BtpbmDBGFQ Barclays  

Banks on nuclear:  
https://app.box.com/s/ooduy
5qkpevlb9rj4j7ftzze6ba456zl  
Time magazine too 
https://time.com/6117041/nu
clear-energy-reactors-green/ 

Oklo SMR block 
www.powermag.com/nr
c-dismisses-application-
for-oklo-advanced-
nuclear-reactor/ 
 

Trans border issues 
www.euractiv.com/section/ener
gy/opinion/living-with-nuclear-
power-plants-at-your-border 
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3. Forum Odds and ends for you to comment on 
Pollution 10 million dead p.a. www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v43/n23/david-wallace-wells/ten-million-a-year  
A call to arms? https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221462962100503X 
A radical analysis https://londongreenleft.blogspot.com/2021/12/capitalism-ecology-and-green-new-deal.html 
Absolute zero not net zero http://www.treehugger.com/2021-review-year-in-net-zero-5214193 
Kim Stanley Robinson on post-capitalism: www.jacobinmag.com/2020/10/kim-stanley-robinson-ministry-future-science-fiction 
Only the rich have EVs in DC: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214629621005053   www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-57253947 

The answer’s in the soil… 
And in the air www.facebook.com/flowerturbines/ 
Also under lamps www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/21/uk-
farming-goes-vertical-for-greener-harvest/ 
Biomass growing can be more biodiverse than 
food growing: https://ukerc.ac.uk/publications/bioenergy-crops-
better-for-biodiversity-than-food-based-agriculture 
Cheaper green hydrogen- from urea? 
https://phys.org/news/2021-10-single-atom-catalyst-hydrogen-urea-
exceptional.html 
Knit your own dyke 
www.resilience.org/stories/2021-12- 20/fascine-mattresses-basketry-gone-wild/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Political 
frontiers 
 

How far do 
you go?  

Technology 
frontiers? 
 

Material needs - some helpful estimates    

 
 

 
                     All using Australian data 
              www.solarquotes.com.au/blog/coal-vs-solar-mining/ 

 
 

France  15 reactors offline 
www.lemonde.fr/economie/article/2021/12/30/la-disponibilite-des-
centrales-nucleaires-francaises-au-plus-bas_6107699_3234.html 
Barclays says nuclear is the most reliable option! 
https://app.box.com/s/ooduy5qkpevlb9rj4j7ftzze6ba456zl 
Pro-nuclear media views are even more predictable! 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/01/01/germany-
is-closing-its-last-nuclear-plants-what-disaster/ and see right 
German phase out www.cleanenergywire.org/news/qa-why-
germany-phasing-out-nuclear-power-and-why-now 
Excellent overview- of nuclear support 
http://www.opendemocracy.net/en/opendemocracyuk/why-is-support-for-nuclear-power-
noisiest-just-as-its-failures-become-most-clear/ 
 
  
 

Nuclear views  
 

            EU Taxonomy 
 Nuclear has got token 
 green status, but the 
 fuel definition used may        
 exclude it in practice!  

The ‘accident tolerant fuel’ required is not widely available…  
www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/misunderstanding-could-
block-nuclear-from-claiming-green-eu-label-industry-warns/ 

 
IThe acusent  

USA warming to nuclear  Bisconti Research 

https://grist.org/climate-energy/nuclear-rally-environmentalists-try-to-save-diablo-canyon-power-plant          
Time magazine loves Oklo: https://time.com/6117041/nuclear-energy-reactors-green/ 

 

 

Save > 
the  
nuke? 
Keep Diablo 
Canyon 
 
www.saveclea
nenergy.com 

Bad signs of the times?  More Russian SMRs www.nucnet.org/news/russia-signs-agreement-to-help-develop-smrs-1-1-2022 
Uranium boom  https://oilprice.com/Alternative-Energy/Nuclear-Power/Uranium-Stocks-Are-Glowing-Hot-As-Global-Nuclear-Ambitions-Grow.html 
 

UK Nuclear RAB Bill  
Blow by blow Hansard account  

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2022-
01-10/debates/9520D9D8-A690-47D6-BE4C-
EEB6547EDF21/NuclearEnergy(Financing)Bill 
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Hydrogen revolution IRENA says  
‘Hydrogen’s transformative reach goes beyond its  
estimated market value. It is best thought of as a  
general-purpose energy carrier that can foster  
innovation across many different industries and  
sectors. Its geopolitical impact might follow the  
patterns of steam power, electricity, or the internal 
combustion engine. Each in their own way, these 
technologies have transformed the machines and 
fuels on which much of our modern civilization runs.  
In the process, they have also affected different aspects of human life, altered global trade 
patterns, and shaped the global balance of power. While these technologies have brought 
many benefits to humankind, the benefits have not been fairly distributed. They have therefore 
saddled societies with new externalities & global challenges.’ Will hydrogen do the same?  
Well, hopefully less so if its green: https://irena.org/publications/2022/Jan/Geopolitics-of-the-Energy-Transformation-Hydrogen   

                 Green Transport choices apart from walking/cycling/trains  
 
   
  
 
  
          
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EPR: Better late than never?  
The woefully late and vastly over budget EPR (European 
Pressurised Reactor) being built for EDF at Flamanville 
in France has been hit by yet another delay- now it may not 
be finished until 2023 and not start up until 2024.  
A timeline in a 2018 Global Construction Reviews article:  
September 2007  Work begin on site. EDF gives a cost estimate 
of €3.3bn and a commissioning date of 2012. 
December 2012  EDF’s cost estimate increases 
to €8.5bn & completion is pushed back to 2016. 
November 2014  EDF announces completion is delayed to 2017. 
April 2015  Aviva informs ASN that anomalies 
 have been detected in the reactor vessel steel. 
January 2018 EDF found that some secondary 
cooling circuit welds did not meet specifications; ASN requests 
EDF to extend the welding checks to other systems. 
July 2018  EDF delays fuel loading to end of 2019 
 and increases the project’s cost estimate by €400m 
 to €10.9bn, three times the original figure. 
www.globalconstructionreview.com/frances-nuclear-regulator-finally-approves-flamanv/ 
But that was only the start, with further delays and cost rises 
following. EDF’s current cost estimate is €12.5bn 
China’s EPR has also been in trouble and had been taken off 
line for checks. EDF said ‘Inspections carried out on fuel 
assemblies of the Taishan No. 1 reactor… showed mechanical 
wear of certain assembly components. Such phenomenon has 
already been identified in several reactors of the French nuclear 
fleet.’  But it added ‘this phenomenon does not question the 
design of the EPR’. That’s good, if true, since the same design is 
being used for plants in the UK & Finland. http://www.politico.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2022/01/12/PR_Update-on-the-Flamanville-EPR.pdf 
But (see News) alliisiclearlyinotiwelliiniFrance. It ‘made a big 
strategic mistake and put all its eggs in one basket. The current 
problems of the different types of reactors are the sad proof of 
this. Our energy system is therefore extremely problem-prone’: 
www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/mensch/interview-mit-franzoesischem-kernphysiker-atomkraftgegner-
koennen-in-frankreich-keine-karriere-machen-a-b18c7fae-c5f9-4d71-98fa-eab992f6e94e  and 
www.express.co.uk/news/science/1549986/macron-france-nuclear-power-edf-civaux-flamanville   
 
 
 
 

Nuclear futures- the final word?  
You may not be surprised to hear that 
Dave Elliott is writing a revised and 
expanded version of his 2017 book 
‘Nuclear Power; Past, Present and 
Future’ for the UK Institute of Physics. 
But he says he’d rather be writing about 
renewables, ‘a much more positive story’. 
Meantime, see these useful critiques of 
Small Modular Reactors: 
https://wires.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/wene.429  
and www.advancedsciencenews.com/small-modular-reactors-
offer-no-hope-for-nuclear-energy/  
But also this more sobering overview: www.pv-
magazine.com/2022/01/13/belgium-has-four-years-to-replace-
nuclear-fleet-which-generated-39-of-its-electricity-in-2020/ 
Ah well, the endless debate continues, with two 
ex-Japanese PMs  asking  the EU to ditch  nukes:  
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2022/01/8275bc317b02-ex-japan-
pms-koizumi-kan-demand-eu-choose-zero-nuclear-power-path.html 
 

Forget Base Load The UK 

media debate ‘remains unquestioningly 
locked into sentimental attachments to 
old ideas of ‘base load’ nuclear power- a 
notion now recognised by the electricity 
industry to be outdated. Far from being 
an automatic advantage, the inflexibly 
steady ‘base load’ output of a typical 
nuclear power reactor can present 
growing difficulties in a modern dynamic 
electricity system. It often seems to be 
forgotten that frequent unplanned 
nuclear closures pose their own kinds of 
intermittency risks, made worse by the 
massive unit sizes of nuclear reactors’. 
http://www.opendemocracy.net/en/opendemocracyuk/why-is-support-
for-nuclear-power-noisiest-just-as-its-failures-become-most-clear/ 
 
 
 

Electric planes? 
No way! Smil.. 
www.treehugger.com/why
-big-electric-planes-wont-
fly-vaclav-smil-5215748 
 

 

Battery Electric Cars OK 
Even with battery carbon debts included 
www.anthropocenemagazine.org/2022/01/evs-crush-
combustion-cars-even-when-weighing-emissions-
from-battery-and-electricity-production  
 
  

      Hyundai Ionic 5                                  
 

Solar cars 
pros/cons    

www.solarquotes
.com.au/blog/ele
ctric-cars-solar-
roofs/ 
 

A 17 year build, 
if no more delays  

Nearly 4 times 
over budget…  

Hinkley 
Point C 
next? 


